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Our Gathering 
Over 250 Activists and organizers from Mississippi and throughout the south and southwest 
gathered in Jackson, MS at the Chokwe Lumumba Center for Economic Democracy and 
Development Friday, June 26th through Sunday, June 28th, 2015 for the Summer of Our 
Power Just Transition Southern People’s Movement Assembly, organized and hosted 
by Cooperation Jackson. The Assembly also served as Jackson’s contribution to the 2015 
polycentric US Social Forum, which was also held in Philadelphia, PA and San Jose, CA. 

The primary objective of the Just Transition Southern People’s Movement Assembly was to 
consolidate more social justice forces in South around the Just Transition framework for 
social transformation 
and climate justice. 
To this end, the As-
sembly secured, as 
you will read, solid 
commitments from 
the activists and orga-
nizations present to 
build a “freedom road” 
from Jackson to Paris 
through the Sum-
mer of Our Power 
activities and beyond 
to build the transfor-
mative movement for 
system change that 
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our people’s and planet so 
desperately need and to 
confront the false solutions 
to the climate crisis that the 
worlds governments and 
corporations are going to 
agree upon at the United 
Nations COP21 conference 
in Paris, France from Novem-
ber 30th through December 
11th, 2015.

Our Partners 
Cooperation Jackson thanks our partners and allies in helping to make this Southern People’s 
Movement Assembly a success. Our partners included the National Planning Committee 
(NPC) of the US Social Forum, the Our Power Campaign, the Climate Justice Alliance, 
the Grassroots Global Justice Alliance, the Reinvest Network, and the Southern Grass-
roots Economies Project (SGEP). 

Our Intentions
Poverty and powerlessness for the overwhelming majority are steadily increasing through-
out the United States. This immiseration is a product of widening income inequality and the 

increased concentration 
of wealth in the hands of a 
small minority, which is the 
direct result of the neo-lib-
eral strategy pursued by 
transnational corporations 
and the barons of finance 
who lord over the capitalist 
world-system.

We need a new socio-eco-
nomic system that eliminates 
the need for extractive based 
production, the depletion of 
the earth’s resources, the un-
sustainable need for growth 
and the oppression, exploita-
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tion, and inhumane 
suffering that is at the 
heart of the capitalist 
system. We need an 
economic system that 
is both democratic and 
restorative. 
 
A system where work-
ers, producers, distrib-
utors, and consumers 
all have an equal stake 
in the ownership of 
the essential resources 

and means of production; an equal say in when, why, how, by whom and under what condi-
tions goods and services are produced and distributed; and an equal say in the terms of com-
pensation and/or value exchanged in all economic transactions. And a system that restores 
the earth’s eco-systems, structures production in accordance with the natural energy and 
resource recycling systems of the earth, eliminates the need for non-biodegradable waste 
products, and eliminates the externalization of production costs and offsets.   These are the 
basics of economic democracy and ecological restoration.  
 
The movement for economic democracy – as expressed by the growing solidarity economy, 
cooperative, and rejuvenated workers movements – is steadily growing in the United States. 
But it still has a long way to go towards amassing the strength necessary to act as a truly 
transformative force. 
 
The South is one of the 
global epicenters of the 
petro-chemical driven 
extractive economy, 
which is at the heart of 
the capitalist-imperialist 
world system, and the 
primary cause of climate 
change. Oil, natural gas, 
coal, rare earth mate-
rials, lumber, and mass 
mono-crop, meat and 
fishing industries are the 
bedrocks of our region-
al economy. The South 
also bears the brunt of 
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the deadly by-products of the extractive industries in the form of environmental racism and 
the extremely high prevalence of toxin induced cancers, birth defects, learning disabilities, 
and respiratory diseases that afflict the region. 
 
We have to end the region’s dependence on the extractive economy in a manner that en-
sures that the workers, families and communities that are dependent on these industries 
for their livelihoods are not abandoned and discarded. And deeper still we have to defend 
Mother Earth – our survival as a species and the species we depend upon require it. In or-
der to defend the Earth and avoid ecological collapse, we have to eliminate the capitalist 
socio-economic system that is destroying our planet. Eliminating a socio-economic system 
requires a profound mass movement that changes socio-political systems and alters human 
behavior, particularly the behaviors that guide our collective choices about who decides 
what we produce and consume, what we produce and consume, why we produce and con-
sume it, and why what we produce and consume is distributed in the unequal and inequita-
ble manner that it is. In effect, we need a mass movement for a Just Transition and we have 
to build it!
 
Climate Change is real. Its impact and growing threat is not to be taken lightly, as the heat 
waves in Pakistan and India and the drought in the Caribbean and on the west coast of the 
United States painfully illustrate. 
 
Resistance is growing! From Pope Francis’ ground breaking encyclical declaring climate 
change an existential threat to life on Earth and denouncing the extractive economy and the 
“throw away consumer culture” produced by capitalism; to the Dutch High Court’s ruling that 
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the government of the 
Netherlands must re-
duce carbon emissions 
by 25% by 2020; to the 
Islamic Declaration on 
Climate Change which 
calls on the end of the 
“relentless pursuit of 
economic growth”. The 
people of the world 
are beginning to get 
the message that a 
change must come. 

The Summer of Our 
Power’s Just Transition 
Southern People’s Movement Assembly, which was part of the 2015 US Social Forum, was 
an effort to deepen and expand the southern resistance movement for climate justice and a 
new economy. Cooperation Jackson called for this Southern People’s Movement Assembly to 
declare that,“another system of production is possible, and another socio-economic system is 
necessary” to avoid an extinction level catastrophe. We all have a role to play in transforming 
the capitalist socio-economic system that is destroying our planet. 

Cooperation Jackson intends on making a substantive contribution towards the develop-
ment of this movement in our Jackson, Mississippi base as we work to infuse the Just Tran-
sition framework and demands into the execution of the Jackson-Kush Plan. Our first task is 
making Jackson a Zero Waste City by 2025. 

We are working with the Southern Grassroots Economies Project (SGEP), the Our Power Cam-
paign, and the National Plan-
ning Committee (NPC) of the 
US Social Forum, amongst 
other networks and allianc-
es, to build and expand the 
movement for economic 
democracy throughout the 
United States. 
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Our Tracks 
As we mapped our struggles across the southern region for the last 50 plus years to cre-
ate our purpose and set intention for the PMA, we realized that our struggles are centered 
through our individual and collective identities of Youth, Gender, Labor/Worker, Economic 
Democracy and Energy Democracy and their relation to system change. The five tracks were 
thus created to be addressed through the PMA process to bring about local to global strate-
gies that influence system change. 

Our outlines of work done in tracks and communi-
ty report backs 
Workers/Labor & System Change 

Our Key Questions for Labor, Workers & System Change 

• Who owns labor? How do we end the exploitation of labor?
• Where does the (economic and political) power reside in our society?
• What do we see (objective and subjective conditions) and what do we want?
• Divide and conquer between racial justice, environmental justice, labor justice move-

ments – how and where can we build bridges?
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Our Collective Visioning for Labor, Workers & System Change 

• What would the world look like with a Just Transition in place?
• Educating the entire planet about how the original economy worked. How the land

fed us and we made sure we fed the land. 
• Make sure that technology serves humanity, not just profit and making sure we’re not

reducing populations to surplus social forces and displace them from their communi-
ties. 

• Respecting/understanding what Indigenous people did/do, working toward decoloni-
zation

• Value of our families and local communities.
• We have to lift up the underground economy and its importance to our communities

and to the world economy in general. 

Our Programs and Demands for Labor, Workers & System Change 

• Worker power – we have to struggle to make sure that labor owns and controls its own
power. 

• Organization – a new type of political party? Global solidarity? Bottom up? Localiza-
tion? A new kind of organization?

• It is going to look different everywhere? We need to respect local variances and differ-
ences. 

• Building while we continue to do the work
• We have to be cautious about working within the system, but do so when and where



we can to make 
change. 

• We have to start
practicing and 
building the just 
transition our-
selves

• Remember what
our ancestors 
did before us, 
what we’re do-
ing today is for 
tomorrow. 

• Demands in a
Just Transition

o To get to a place of making demands, we have to realize our own power first.
o Are we demanding in our spaces that we work now that we have opportunities

to grow veggies, or that employers put solar panels on the roof, divest from fos-
sil fuels, etc.? 

o Or that they keep employment in that area and that our jobs are sustained.
• If we realize that we own our own labor, then when a company decides to move, we

can take it over and keep on operating as a cooperative. 
• We need to study collaborations between labor and cooperatives, nationally, like the

United Steelworkers and Mondragon, and internationally. 
• Will labor unions have a place in the future, after we’ve freed the land, taken back our

own labor? They do now, and they will during the transition. The future however, is an 
open question. 

o Community Benefit Agreements are beneficial for certain institutions, but
should be beneficial for the people, not just the politicians that make those 
agreements.

• Other pieces/demands:
o Living wage
o A guaranteed minimum income

Economic Democracy & System Change 

Our Key Questions and Responses for Economic Democracy & System 
Change 

What does a Just Transition look like to you?
• Reparations
• Power
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• Dignity
• Healthy living
• Teamwork
• Liberation

Discussion about middle layer/bribe strata (between workers and capitalists): Groups that are 
easily bribed by the capitalists (owners) that we have to take a nuanced approach to engag-
ing

• Professionals
• Politicians
• Administrators
• Military and police

Our Track Summation for Economic Democracy & System Change 

• We have to come up with effective strategies to engage these strata and make sure
they utilize their talents, resources, and time to support the people’s movements. 

• Strategies to build alternative
o Welcoming converts/former naysayers with open arms.
o Teaching our actual history to our youth.
o (Internationalism) Connecting with people who are fighting same struggles

globally.
o Solidarity – the general weakness of the “first world left” poses a challenge to

practicing building solidarity with global movements. 
• We share the same enemies.
• The conditions degrading the quality of life are the same.
• The capitalist and ecological crises impact all of us.
• Development

o Traditional path is for a developer to find a piece of land and develop it so that
they profit it from it.

o What if
communi-
ties got to 
come up 
with the 
vision and 
plan for 
develop-
ment in a 
way that 
maintains 
collective 
ownership 
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of a project?
o (Community Wealth Building) If communities are their own developers, wealth

and power created via development stay within the community.
• Resistance

o Defining baby steps, short term and long term goals
o Development
o Action Development

• COP 21 – Conference of polluters, its outcomes are likely to aggravate the climate crisis
further

o What are existing campaigns?
 Gulf Future
 Duke energy in North Carolina

• How to support ongoing struggles?
o Help by countering the narratives (like that the Gulf has recovered)
o Signing petitions
o Merging campaigns
o Awareness raising
o Knowledge sharing events for people fighting different utilities across the coun-

try
• Plans to defeat COP21/what would we like to see come out of it?

o Complete ban on fracking worldwide
o Frontlines communities involved in planning of emissions reductions
o Reparations to global south for climate harms
o Reduction of utilization of energy and implementation of renewables
o Decentralization of energy
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o Provisions for the rights of mother earth
o People based solutions as opposed to technology-based solutions

• Question: What about an alternative term to development?

Youth & System Change 

Our Key Questions for Youth & System Change 

• What is change?
• What do you want to see change?
• Gentrification, access to education, pollution, violence, powers
• What do you think when you hear climate change?
People of Color Communities
• Emphasizing the effect that the current pollutions will have on future generations
Important points
• NO JOBS – how do we create a place that has innovative economies, fair jobs
• Recognizing that we are all the same, we should be living in a balance
• Value of food: how we produce it, exchange it
• Education system: end to testing, different methods of teaching, valuing differences
• Accountability: generational education, how do we seek TRUE accountability

Mapping Our Potential for Youth & System Change 

What can Youth do?
• Reinforcing recycling methods, regulation, methods
• Cooperation’s, taking concerns to the streets
• Creating the

new—recog-
nizing that the 
earth is the only 
home we have

• Recreating/re-
purposing the 
materials avail-
able

• Feeding/produc-
ing healthy ideas

• Guerrilla Gar-
dening

• Direct represen-
tation in political 
offices
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• Using ourselves to tell our stories/concerns
• Finding a way to live with our diversities
• Program and Demands
• Incorporating understanding of sustainability.
• Youth justice, interaction of youth and current social justice system.
• Solar panels; giving power to the community.
• Access to taxes by community and where that goes
• Removing ROTC
• Putting environment into school curriculums
• Creating/opening more conscious/historical context in hip-hop culture—recognizing

the power of it
• Holding government accountable
• Having a responsibility over creating a new space, a safe space

Questions
• Why should we remove the ROTC program? Sometimes it is important for young men.

What are alternatives?
Answers

• Removing the system, the pressure to join the military and serving a system that does
not serve the youth or people of color

• New African Scouts – current alternative
• Highlighting the history of revolution, political prisoners
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Energy Democracy & System Change 

Our Starting Points for Energy Democracy and System Change 

• We recognize that our current system is wholly dependent upon the extraction of resources
and the labor; where it begins, where it ends

• Equitable distribution: right to sharing resources
• How do we find a way to manage the process and provide for the community?
• Building an education that introduces the terms, and acknowledgment of the relationships

we hold with mother earth and each other to create a harmony. We can only move forward 
together. 

Our Demands for Energy Democracy and System Change 

• Stop displacement
• Repurpose all of what we produce and consume
• Build a New Regenerative Economy
• Peoples Power Plan
• Sustainable Agriculture
• Community/Collective Ownership
• Recognizing the rights of Mother Earth as well as our rights on Earth
• Climate Job Programs
• Ecological Reparations
• 100% Renewable Energy
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Women, Gender, Justice and System Change 

Our Challenges for Women, Gender, Justice & System Change 

• Issues with Combating anti-racism
• Gender equality
• Addressing the needs of Indigenous communities
• Decolonization: How do we practice this politics effectively?
• Naming problems facing women
• Hetero-patriarchy
• Lack of access trans women and women to employ
• Incarceration of Black women
• Sexism in the environmental movement
• Anti-Blackness in Asian communities, accountability
• Young people and the system that does not help them combat racial and gender issues
• • Examining thought, reflecting on black lives, pro-black, resisting anti black sentiment
• Highlighting the work of allies, #asianforblacklives, acknowledging that
• Learning shares-and making that learning broader
• When learning new things modifying and making sure put into practice
• Identifying gender tasks and making sure that women get to choose first
• Values principals and politics exercise
• Sex workers as a frontline struggles-we need to understand that all work is valuable

through unions
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• New Movement moment-co-conspirators, working with them, becoming allies with our
white counterpart

• Intersectionality
• Rights of children-Undoing patriarchy and undoing practices that put children’s lives in

danger

Our Actions for Women, Gender, Justice & System Change 

• Uplifting the stories, connecting them, and creating a plan that can entail all of the needs
of the community and Mother Earth

• Centering Women and Gender in our System Change approaches
• Start with Questions
• Actively resisting
• Joint struggle –what is the struggle and identifying common enemy
• Loving black people more than hating the state
• Challenging scarcity-drawing from the resources we have, saying no to things that compro-

mise our values

Our Collective Next Steps from PMA onward 
• Brittany-Summer of Our Power-Fellows will play roles in local strategizing, project

building, what Just Transition looks like for community, local relay around the country 
ending in the Gulf coast to identify what power looks like in frontline communities
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• Helena-Just Transition Assemblies-Coming together to envision what Just Transition
looks like to each individual Community-see Helena’s chart

• Cindy-Road to Paris & Beyond-United Nations Framework on
o All heads of states come together to discuss and debate climate change and

solutions, but really to lobby for industrialized nations, green-washing, make 
money, imagine geo-engineering

Our Calendar of Events for Just Transition and 
Summer of Our Power 
All events centered around coming up with climate solutions and making demands

• Summer of Our Power: June – August 2015
o Commemoration of Katrina & Rita in New Orleans, LA Saturday, August 29th
o Flood the System Decentralized Actions in September
o Decentralized Actions in the U.S.-Oct 14

• UNFCCC/COP21-Nov. 30-Dec 11,
o Global Day of Mobilization in Paris and Around the World Sunday, November

29th
o Global Villages of Alternatives December 5thand 6th
o Escalation of Actions (Decentralized) in Paris December 7th – 11th
o Major Civil Disobedience in Paris, Saturday, December 12th



Action Ideas:
Hold Local assemblies with written recommendations for Paris, striving for in 12 cities in the 
United States. 

Our Conclusive Reflections and Asks 
The struggles of the historically oppressed and exploited peoples in the south in the last 
decade are best exemplified by the catastrophic failure of the state to protect the most vul-
nerable communities in the wake of Hurricane Katrina’s devastation of the Gulf Coast. The 
continuing cycles of oppression, inequity and economic, environmental, social injustices 
post Katrina clearly indicate the need to build people power across all lines and boundaries. 
It becomes imperative for southern movements to collaboratively, cooperatively and self de-
terminedly co-create conscious and radical strategies that are centered on building southern 
people’s power to combat state violence and capitalist extraction and exploitation in all their 
forms. The tenth anniversary of Katrina is a critical space for southern people to analyze the 
specific and intersectional challenges that our communities are combating to plan a “Road 
to Paris” that is local in focus, but global in impact. Cooperation Jackson as a rising grassroots 
entity focuses on building worker owned cooperatives that value the needs of the Jackson, 
MS communities across all identity lines of its constituents: Youth, Women, Queer, Trans, Im-
migrants, Workers and all Black people severely and adversely impacted by economic, envi-
ronmental and energy inequities. 

Cooperation Jackson is being built on the shoulders of the historic human and civil rights 
struggle in Mississippi. As we move towards making Jackson a Human Rights City, it is 
im-perative for us to build 
the power of the people 
through social, cultural, 
educational, economic 
and political initiatives 
that educate, motivate, 
cooperate and organize 
our communities to con-
tinue to determine and 
sustain themselves. 

Please continue to build, 
support and grow in sol-
idarity with Cooperation 
Jackson to continue to 
amplify Southern Peoples 
Power! 
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For More Information:
CooperationJackson.org
+1 601.208.0090
CooperationJackson@gmail.com
facebook.com/CooperationJackson
twitter.com/CooperationJXN
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